Notes:
This is an attempt to decompose the demonstration of the twin towers’ demolitions and their broader context, which
is sociological and epistemological, into its simplest elements.
The sub-boxes with round corners are these elements.
This tree provides a map that 9/11 truth-seekers can advantageously use during debates, both to frame their
arguments and to quickly find the context of their contradictors’ arguments. In particular, the box titles provide as
many as 30 down-to-earth yet powerful arguments that can be proffered at any time. If the opponent objects, the
supporting sub-arguments are right there.
This tree correctly emphasizes the irrelevance of the official “fire” theories and the fraudulent nature of the official
reports that affirm them. It also frames these concepts as essential elements of the demonstration of the
demolitions.
This demonstration tree could offer a way to get the fundamental and essential 9/11 message down to the level of
6th or 5th grade. If 9/11 truth-seekers ever manage to pull this, they will, at last, outsmart the 9/11 censorship, which
operates at the level of the 8th grade or so.
Love,
Dan Noël 2011-3-10

TV failed to
report on Building
7's extraordinary
structural failure.
Could its analysis
provide useful
information?

There was a concerted
censorship of Building
7's demolition and its
cover-up. Could the twin
towers’ failure analysis
help understand it?

There could be a
worldwide,
enduring,
multidisciplinary
censorship of very
important
information

Building 7's
structural failure was
caused by office fires
but looks like a
controlled demolition

Analyzing this
censorship, finding its
root cause, and
devising corrective
action will probably
alleviate our political
problems

Social Engineering
Approach to 9/11 Truth
Technical Engineering
Core of 9/11 Truth
The Twin Towers were
Demolished

Could institutions be
covertly working
against the common
good? Would there
be a way to prove it?

Alternative “fire”
theory is to be
rejected

Building 7 was
Demolished

The twin
towers were
demolished

No other theory
is plausible

Building 7
was
demolished

Political activism is
frustrating because
institutions could
but do not help

Alternative “fire”
theory is to be
rejected

Demolition is
technically
plausible

Anecdotal evidence
leaves demolition
plausible

Building 7 was
demolished

No other theory
is plausible

Demolition is
technically
plausible

Anecdotal
evidence leaves
demolition
plausible
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The destruction
starts suddenly

Material motions are
compatible with
explosive demolition

The destruction dismembers
the steel frame into truckready segments

The destruction
progresses
uniformly

The destruction
progresses in
quasi-free fall

Technical
forensic
analyses are
compatible with
controlled
demolition

The destruction is
horizontally
symmetrical

The destruction
expels structural
steel members
with high
momentum

The destruction
yields pyroclastic
clouds

The Twin Towers’
Motions are
Compatible with
Explosive
Demolition

Squibs: symmetrical
explosions take place ahead
of the destruction wave

WTC air
analysis is
compatible
with massive
nanothermitic
reactions

Steel cuts are
compatible
with use of
explosives

The twin
towers' dust
contains
unignited
nanothermite

The twin
towers' dust
contains
partly ignited
nanothermite

The Twin Towers’
Forensic Analyses are
Compatible with
Controlled Demolition

Resolidified
WTC metal
bears
thermitic
signature

Photographic and
video evidence is
compatible with
large-scale
thermitic reaction

Seismic record
is compatible
with explosive
demolition

Demolition is
technically
plausible

Audio record is
compatible
with explosive
demolition

Anecdotal
evidence leaves
demolition
plausible
No other theory
is plausible

First responders’
testimonies of
molten steel are
compatible with
demolition

Occupants
reported
explosions
compatible with
pre-demolition

First responders’
testimonies of
explosions are
compatible with
demolition

Building 7 was
demolished

Clues point to
foreknowledge
Denials of the
demolition are not
substantiated

The twin
towers’ dust
contains
thermitic
microspheres

Alternative “fire” theory
is to be rejected

The Twin Towers’
Explosive Demolition
Is Technically
Plausible

Anecdotal Evidence
Leaves The Twin Towers’
Demolition Plausible

Clean-up pictures
are compatible
with demolition

Firemen reported
only small fires in
the South tower

Experts
corroborate
demolition

Demolition is
technically
plausible

Anecdotal
evidence
leaves
demolition
plausible
Material motions are
incompatible with “fire” theory
Technical forensic analyses are
incompatible with “fire” theory

Anecdotal evidence
contradicts “fire” theory

Building 7's “fire” theory
is to be rejected

“Fire” theory is
technically impossible

Alternative
“fire” theory is
to be rejected

Building 7 was
demolished

The Twin
Towers were
Demolished

No other theory
is plausible

Official NIST “fire”
report is a fraud

The Twin Towers’
Alternative “Fire”
Theory is to be
Rejected

The Twin Towers were
Demolished
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The
destruction
yields
pyroclastic
clouds

The destruction starts suddenly

The destruction
progresses uniformly

The destruction is
horizontally symmetrical

The destruction progresses
in quasi-free fall

The twin towers’
motions are
incompatible with
the “fire” theory

The destruction dismembers the steel
frame into truck-ready segments

Squibs: symmetrical explosions take
place ahead of the destruction wave

The
destruction
expels
structural steel
members with
high
momentum

The twin
towers’ dust
contains
thermitic
microspheres

Resolidified
WTC metal
bears
thermitic
signature

WTC air analysis
is compatible with
massive
nanothermitic
reactions

The Twin Towers’ forensic analyses
are incompatible with the “fire” theory

The twin
towers' dust
contains
partly ignited
nanothermite

The twin
towers' dust
contains
unignited
nanothermite

No indication that the fires
brought steel temperatures
up to catastrophic levels

Photographic and
video evidence is
compatible with
large-scale
thermitic reaction

Fires were
relatively
small

Technical forensic
analyses are
incompatible with
“fire” theory

“Fire” theory
is technically
impossible

Material motions are
incompatible with
“fire” theory

Building 7's
“fire” theory is
to be rejected

Anecdotal evidence
contradicts “fire”
theory

Official NIST “fire” report is a fraud

Steel cuts are
compatible with
use of explosives
Technical forensic
analyses are incompatible
with “fire” theory

The U.S. government
knowingly based the report
on incorrect premises
First responders’
testimonies of
explosions are
incompatible with
the “fire” theory

First responders’ testimonies of
molten steel are incompatible
with the “fire” theory

The U.S. government knowingly
destroyed most forensic evidence

Clues point to
foreknowledge
Firemen
reported only
small fires in the
South tower

Experts
corroborate
demolition

Anecdotal evidence
contradicts the
“fire” theory

Occupants reported
explosions incompatible
with the “fire” theory

The report does
not explain the
twin towers’
destruction

The report
ignores
major motion
evidence

The report
ignores major
anecdotal
evidence

The report
ignores major
forensic findings

The official Building 7
“fire” report is a fraud

The official
twin towers’
“fire”report
is a fraud

The report
ignores major
evidence that
contradicts it

The U.S. government
has covered the
report with bad faith

Material motions
are incompatible
with “fire” theory

Building 7's
“fire” theory
is to be
rejected

“Fire” theory
is technically
impossible

Anecdotal
evidence
contradicts
“fire” theory

Official
NIST “fire”
report is a
fraud

The twin
towers’ “fire”
theory is to
be rejected

The Twin Towers were
not Destroyed by Fire
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The destruction
starts suddenly

The destruction
is horizontally
symmetrical

The destruction
progresses
uniformly

Squibs: symmetrical
explosions take place ahead
of the destruction wave

The destruction
yields pyroclastic
clouds

The official
report ignores
major motion
evidence

The
destruction
expels
structural steel
members with
high
momentum

The destruction
progresses in
quasi-free fall

The destruction dismembers the steel
frame into truck-ready segments

Resolidified WTC
metal bears
thermitic signature
The twin towers’ dust
contains thermitic
microspheres
WTC air analysis is
incompatible with
the “fire” theory
Steel cuts are
incompatible with
the “fire” theory

The report makes
poorly
substantiated
assumptions

The report
provides
appearances
of conflicts of
interests
The report uses
falsified test results

The twin towers'
dust contains partly
ignited nanothermite
The twin towers' dust contains
unignited nanothermite

The official report ignores
major forensic findings
Photographic and video
evidence is compatible with
large-scale thermitic reaction

The report does not
explain the twin
towers’ destruction

The U.S. government
knowingly based the report
on incorrect premises

Building 7's
official “fire”report
is a fraud

The U.S. government
has covered the
report with bad faith

The report ignores major
evidence that contradicts it

The report
ignores major
motion evidence
The report
ignores major
forensic findings

The report ignores major
anecdotal evidence

The report ignores
major motion evidence

Occupants-reported explosions are
incompatible with the “fire” theory
Firemen reported only small
fires in the South tower
First responders’
testimonies of
explosions are
incompatible with
“fire” theory

First responders’
testimonies of
molten steel are
incompatible with
“fire” theory

The official
report ignores
major anecdotal
evidence

Clean-up pictures
are incompatible
with “fire” theory

Clues point to
foreknowledge

Experts
corroborate
demolition
Denials of the
demolition are not
substantiated

The report ignores official
fire investigation guidelines
The report arbitrarily fudges
important input parameters

The U.S.
government
knowingly based
the report on
incorrect premises

The report ignores the possibility of demolition

The U.S.
government has
covered the report
with bad faith

The U.S. government
has refused to consider
requests for correction
or explanation

The U.S. government has refused to
release important parts of the report
The report’s description of the destruction
contradicts major elements of the video evidence

The U.S. government knowingly
destroyed most forensic evidence

The
report’s
FAQs do
not
address
objective
criticisms

The report’s FAQs
fraudulently
dismiss the
possible
demolitions

The report
ignores major
forensic findings
The report ignores
major anecdotal
evidence

The official
Building 7 “fire”
report is a fraud

The report
ignores major
evidence that
contradicts it

The official twin towers’
“fire”report is a fraud
The U.S.
government
knowingly based
the report on
incorrect premises
The U.S.
government
has covered
the report
with bad faith

The report
provides no
technical
explanation for
the twin
towers’
destruction

The U.S. government
knowingly destroyed
most forensic evidence

The Twin Towers’ Official
Technical Report is a Fraud
by: Dan Noël
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The destruction
starts suddenly
The destruction
progresses
uniformly

The destruction
progresses in
quasi-free fall

The destruction
piles structural
steel members
into a pyramid in
the building’s
footprent

The destruction
starts at the base

The destruction is
horizontally
symmetrical

Audio record is compatible
with implosive demolition

Building 7’s
motions are
compatible
with
implosive
demolition

The destruction yields
pyroclastic clouds

Seismic record is compatible
with implosive demolition

Demolition is
technically plausible

Material motions are compatible
with implosive demolition

The destruction dismembers the steel
frame into truck-ready segments

Material motions are
incompatible with “fire” theory

Technical forensic
analyses are
incompatible with
“fire” theory

“Fire” theory
is technically
impossible

“Fire” hypothesis
is to be rejected
Official NIST “fire”
report is a fraud

Technical forensic analyses are
compatible with controlled demolition

Anecdotal evidence
contradicts “fire” theory

Fires were
relatively
small

Clean-up pictures are
compatible with demolition

Building 7’s forensic analyses are
compatible with implosive demolition

The WTC
dust contains
thermitic
microspheres

Steel samples bear
thermitic signature

The WTC
dust contains
unignited
nanothermite

The WTC dust
contains partly
ignited
nanothermite

WTC air analysis is compatible with
massive nanothermitic reactions

Photographic and video evidence is
compatible with large-scale thermitic reaction

First responders’
testimonies of
molten steel are
compatible with
demolition

First responders’
testimonies of
explosions are
compatible with
demolition

Anecdotal evidence leaves
demolition plausible

Experts
corroborate
demolition

Occupants reported
explosions compatible
with pre-demolition

Demolition is
technically
plausible

Alternative
“fire” theory is
to be rejected

Anecdotal evidence
leaves demolition
plausible

No other
theory is
plausible

Building 7 was
demolished

Clues point to
foreknowledge

Denials of the
demolition are not
substantiated

Building 7 was
Demolished
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The destruction
starts suddenly
The destruction
progresses
uniformly

The destruction
progresses in
quasi-free fall

The destruction
piles structural
steel members
into a pyramid in
the building’s
footprent

The report does
not explain the twin
towers’ destruction

The destruction
starts at the base

The destruction is
horizontally
symmetrical

Building 7’s
motions are
incompatible
with the
“fire” theory

The destruction yields
pyroclastic clouds

The report
ignores
major motion
evidence

The report ignores
major evidence
that contradicts it

The U.S.
government
knowingly based
the report on
incorrect premises

Building 7's official
“fire”report is a fraud

The U.S. government
knowingly destroyed
most forensic evidence

The U.S. government
has covered the
report with bad faith

The report
ignores major
forensic findings

The report ignores major
anecdotal evidence

The destruction dismembers the steel
frame into truck-ready segments

Material motions
are incompatible
with “fire” theory
Clean-up pictures are
incompatible with the “fire” theory

Building 7’s forensic analyses are
incompatible with the “fire” theory

The WTC
dust contains
thermitic
microspheres

Steel samples bear
thermitic signature

The WTC
dust contains
unignited
nanothermite

The WTC dust
contains partly
ignited
nanothermite

WTC air analysis is compatible with
massive nanothermitic reactions

Photographic evidence suggests
temperatures much above the fires’

First responders’
testimonies of
molten steel are
incompatible with
the “fire” theory

First responders’
testimonies of
explosions are
incompatible with
the “fire” theory

Anecdotal evidence
contradicts the “fire” theory

Clues point to
foreknowledge

Occupants-reported
explosions are
incompatible with
the “fire” theory

Technical forensic
analyses are
incompatible with
“fire” theory

Fires were
relatively small
Anecdotal
evidence
contradicts
“fire” theory

Official NIST
“fire” report
is a fraud

“Fire” theory
is technically
impossible

“Fire” hypothesis
is to be rejected

Experts
corroborate
demolition

Denials of the
demolition are not
substantiated

Building 7 was not
Destroyed by Fire
by: Dan Noël

2011-3-5

The destruction is
horizontally
symmetrical

The destruction
starts suddenly
The destruction
starts at the base

The destruction yields
pyroclastic clouds

Building 7’s
report
ignores
major motion
evidence

The destruction
dismembers the
steel frame into
truck-ready
segments

The report arbitrarily assumes fires
not supported by photographic record

The report makes other poorly
substantiated assumptions
The report
ignores
official fire
investigation
guidelines

The official report
ignores major forensic
findings

The destruction
progresses uniformly

The destruction
progresses in
quasi-free fall

The destruction
piles structural
steel members
into a pyramid in
the building’s
footprent

Steel samples
bear thermitic
signature

The report provides
appearances of
conflicts of interests

The U.S. government
knowingly based the report
on incorrect premises

The WTC
dust contains
thermitic
microspheres

The WTC
dust contains
partly ignited
nanothermite

The WTC
dust contains
unignited
nanothermite

Photographic and
video evidence is
compatible with
large-scale
thermitic reaction

The report ignores
major forensic findings

The report
ignores major
motion evidence
Clean-up pictures are
incompatible with “fire” theory

Occupants-reported
explosions are
incompatible with
“fire” theory
First responders’
testimonies of molten
steel are incompatible
with “fire” theory

The official
report ignores
major
anecdotal
evidence

First responders’ testimonies of explosions
are incompatible with “fire” theory

Denials of the
demolition are not
substantiated

Clues point to
foreknowledge

The report
ignores major
anecdotal
evidence

The report
ignores major
evidence that
contradicts it

Building 7's official
“fire”report is a fraud

Experts corroborate
demolition
The U.S. government
knowingly based the report
on incorrect premises

The U.S. government has
refused to release the
substance of the report
The report summarily
affirms a free fall that its
own analysis denies

The U.S.
government
has covered
the report
with bad
faith

The U.S. government could but did
not run simple tests of its claims
The report dismisses the demolition
theory with a fraudulent argument

WTC air
analysis is
compatible
with massive
nanothermitic
reactions

The U.S. government has refused to consider
requests for correction or explanation

The report does not
explain the
mismatch between
its visualization of
the destruction and
the video evidence
The report’s FAQs
do not address
objective criticisms
The report’s FAQs
misexplain evidence
that points to demolition

The U.S.
government
has covered
the report
with bad faith

The U.S.
government
knowingly
destroyed most
forensic evidence

Building 7’s Official
Technical Report is a Fraud
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2011-3-4

